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The Story & Designer

One & Eight is a contemporary jewellery and accessories 

brand founded by Susie Dorman. 

Following a career as a product developer Susie moved 

back to her Devon roots with a young family in tow. 

This created an opportunity to experiment with something 

new and it was a pottery class that sparked her love 

of working with porcelain. After making a collection of 

jewellery for herself, One & Eight was born! The Brand

At One & Eight our objective is simple; to design timeless collections of 

delicate & individual jewellery, presented in unique, elegant packaging.

The collections offer a fusion of quality fine metal pieces with 

handcrafted porcelain. Our love of simplicity shines through in our 

contemporary designs.

All our porcelain pieces are made with love in our sunny (well some 

of the time!) studio in Devon. Our components and metal ranges are 

Sterling Silver and Gold Plated Sterling Silver. 

“The jewellery is 
a reflection of all 
the things I love: 
Unique, quirky and 
inspired by nature.
Each piece is 
made with love.”

The Packaging

Packaging is really important to 

us at One & Eight!

We like to have fun with the 

presentation of our jewellery and 

to be ‘just a little bit different’.

All our pieces come in glass 

bottles or tins and are packaged 

with love and care in our studio. 

Our aim is to ensure 

every purchase creates 

a special memory.

Our original, unique 

packaging completes 

the look to create the 

perfect gift. 



Porcelain Disc Earrings
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Earring hoops are Sterling Silver or 

tarnish resistant, Filled Gold. These 

are high quality and made to last. 

Hoops measure 15mm and porcelain 

discs 10mm.

1707 - Hoops measure 20mm.  

Porcelain disc 15mm. 



Porcelain Dipped Designs

Our Grey porcelain and sterling 

silver double disc collection 

has been a best seller so this 

season we decided to add a 

couple of new pieces..

These are on longer chains 

with a hammered disc 

combined with either white  

or grey porcelain!

Porcelain Double Disc
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Our dipped collection 

is elegant and timeless. 

Necklaces chains are 

adjustable 16”-18”. 

Constructed from 

sterling silver or gold 

plated sterling silver.

Porcelain 
disc 
measures 
10mm. 
Chain 
adjustable 
16”-18”

Porcelain disc measures 15mm. Chain adjustable 18”-20”



Porcelain hearts Porcelain Cufflinks Gold Porcelain

Porcelain heart pendant 
measures 10mm 
16”- 18” sterling silver chain
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Porcelain Plume
Pendant measures 15mm
16”- 18” sterling silver chain
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Porcelain Triple Line Designs

Contemporary, simple, striking. 
Choose from gold or cornflower for an fresh summer feel. 
Pendants measure 15mm
Necklace chains are adjustable 16”- 18”
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STERLING  
SILVER

Porcelain Guilded Designs



Double Star Collection Hoop Collection
STERLING  

SILVER
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A collection of hand hammered 

jewellery. The surface of each 

piece of jewellery is carefully 

hammered by hand, a technique, 

which produces a beautiful texture 

– reflecting light and creating eye 

catching jewellery.  

In line with the current trend for 

chokers, the necklaces in this 

range are on a slightly shorter 

chain with the charms designed to 

sit perfectly on the collar bone. 

Chains are adjustable 15” – 17”

Earring hoops are Sterling Silver or 

tarnish resistant, Filled Gold. These 

are high quality and made to last. 

Hoops measure 15mm and 

porcelain discs 10mm.

1707 - Hoops measure 20mm. 

Porcelain disc 15mm. 

Hammered Heart Range Arch Earrings Hammered Disc Range
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Cord Bracelets Seasonal Earrings
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                     Hoops in tins

Pretty message card in bottle



All you need is this lovely brochure and our wholesale price list

Choose your jewellery

Tell us the product codes and quantity you require

Email or call with your order

Your jewellery will arrive promptly

Ordering is Easy...

 email: info@oneandeight.co.uk                  enquiries: +44 (0) 7966440432


